EASTERN CLAIMS SERVICE, INC.
PO Box 97
Nashville, NC 27856
(252) 459-6100 Office/Mobile
1-866-290-7457 FAX
Email-easternclaims@gmail.com

Eastern Claims Service, Inc. has been assigned to your claim by your insurance carrier and we look forward to
working with you. We are an independent insurance adjusting firm hired by your carrier to evaluate and
inspect your loss. We will inspect your loss on their behalf and report our findings to them. All coverage
issues and figures discussed are non-binding until reviewed and accepted by your carrier. Only your carrier
can grant or deny coverage. Furthermore, this investigation and letter is not to be considered as a waiver of
any of the terms and conditions of the policy. Rather, your carrier and Eastern Claims Service, Inc. expressly
reserves all of their rights under the terms and conditions of the policy.
After a fire, smoke, wind or water loss occurs immediate attention is usually required to prevent further
damage. Due to the nature of these losses, professional help is usually needed immediately to properly
mitigate your loss. All insurance polices require that you use all reasonable means to protect your property
from further damage once a loss has occurred and your failure to do so can limit or exclude coverage. We
can't make any recommendations for obvious liability reasons but I have compiled the following list to assist
you with your search in various areas of the state. By providing these names and phone numbers we are in
no way endorsing, recommending, warranting, or guaranteeing any of these service providers or their
workmanship. These names and numbers are simply being provided as a courtesy to you. Also our failure to
include any service provider is in no way a reflection of their competence to provide similar services. Payment
for these services is dependent on your claim being a covered loss and the scope of work being accepted by
your insurance carrier. Please note any policy deductibles are your responsibility and payment may be
required prior to work starting in some circumstances. You may also wish to visit the The Institute of
Inspection, Cleaning and Restoration Certification web site at www.iicrc.org to find a certified restoration
contractor in your area. I hope the following information will be helpful and again, I look forward to working
with you. If you should have any questions, please give us a call.
Eastern and Central NC

Phone Number

Caremaster Cleaning Systems-Central/Eastern NC
24 Restore -Greenville Area/Eastern NC
24 Restore Rocky Mount
PuroClean of the Carolinas
SERVPRO of Rocky Mount
SERVPRO of Wilson
SERVPRO of Henderson
SERVPRO of Wayne/Lenoir
ARCO Restoration-Raleigh/Central NC
ARCO Restoration-Wilson/Eastern NC
1-800-BOARDUP-Tony Langston-Tarping/Boardup services

800-521-7847
252-561-7867
252-561-7867
866-979-7876
252-977-9444
252-291-4492
252-433-0005
252-208-7888
919-872-5033
252-991-4137
252-206-6308
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